
Welcome to MY ‘Apply to Self’ NLP State Elicitation Toolbox   
Brought to you by Jason Schneider - Founder of PerceptionAcademy.com

This handout is designed as a framework to help you in filling out your own NLP ‘Apply to Self’ State Elicitation toolbox

Overview: This is a list of some of the resources I keep within my state accessing toolbox and that I practice on a regular basis.  I use my spreadsheet to keep my 
practiced ‘mind-body-emotion states’ at hand when I need them.  I can call upon these resources to apply them to past memories (and then future pace them).  I 
also can use them present moment when I need them as I get more practiced with them.  You can use this handout to help you access any state in real-time.  The 
yellow row displays some of the foundational skills that will help you refine that column and become more precise. Whenever I feel unresourceful I can come back 
to this list and try on some of these resources as meta-states, OR I can think of a resource state that would be more applicable and add it to the list.  

Directions:  Use this list as a resource to help you in creating your own Meta-State Toolbox (See other document).  Also take some time and try on my states/
physiologies and see how they work for you!  I hope you find this valuable and if you have any questions, comments or feedback please send me an email to 
talktojason@perceptionacademy.com or post on my facebook community @ fb.com/perceptionacademy 

State Name Reference Experience/Movie in your 
mind  (Remembered or Imagined)

Physiology/Strategy - Breathing, gestures, internal/
external dialogue

Trigger/Anchor  - How will you re-
access this state?  
What triggered off this state? What can 
you use as a trigger/anchor to quickly 
fly into this state when you need it in 
the future? It could be an internal 
image, sound, physiology, metaphor, 
etc.

Skills: Sensory acuity, representational 
tracking, frame awareness, sub-
modality awareness

Skills: Self state elicitation, self-calibration, 
strategies, 

Skills: Anchoring, self-anchoring, basic 
meta-stating

Acceptance The reference experience I used is 
imagining that I have to walk 
somewhere but it is raining outside. I 
prefer that it was sunny but I can 
accept it for what it is. 

The physiology I use is turning my palms up and 
lifting them gently with a small shoulder shrug as I 
say “It is what it is” in a nonchalant tone.

The trigger I set here is to step directly 
into my physiology of acceptance. I 
also have a small metaphorical 
raincloud that I can imagine and 
practice acceptance as I step under it

Appreciation The reference experience is 
remembering a time when a ‘stranger’ 
bought me a coffee just from the 
goodness of their heart. 

The physiology that develops is little smile, followed 
by a gently nod my head as my eyes close and say 
“thank you” as my forehead slightly scrunches.

The trigger I set is to quickly pull up the 
image in my mind of that past 
experience.  I also have an internal 
representation of a small vase with a 
single sunflower in it, which I can pull 
up in my mind and step into 
appreciation instantly.

Awe My reference experience is My physiology is a gently shaking my head side to The trigger I set here is the movie in 
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Awe My reference experience is 
remembering my trip to Alaska when I 
looked up at the sky and saw the 
Northern Lights.

My physiology is a gently shaking my head side to 
side as my eyes roll up and I say “WOW!” in a tone 
of amazement. 

The trigger I set here is the movie in 
my mind of that past experience and I 
can instantly jump into a state of awe.  
I also have an imagined place in my 
mind where the stars are out and the 
Northern Lights are dancing that puts 
me almost instantly into a state of awe.

Just Observing My reference is remembering a time 
when I looked through viewer on top of 
the empire state building and just 
looking around at the sights to see with 
an empty mind.

My physiology is relaxed and my attention moves to 
my eyes as my mind goes blank and I come fully 
into the present.

The trigger I set is to quickly step into 
the movie in my mind of looking 
through that viewer and bringing it with 
me into the present as I experience the 
world.

Ownership I imagine someone trying to take my 
laptop computer from my hands (with 
all of my personal data and months of 
work inside). It is color, I am stepped 
into the movie and it is panoramic and 
3d. 

As they try to take is I feel my grip get tighter, I pull it 
closer to my stomach. As my arms tighten and my 
eyes roll up and to the left, my face begins to smile 
in disbelief and my head shakes side to side.  my 
shoulders shrug up gently and my palms flip up 
feeling an with an undoubtable and calm certainty 
that ‘this is mine’.   

As an anchor I intentionally choose to 
enter a state of ownership. I begin to 
feel my fingers tighten up and  smile as 
my shoulders gently shrug up my 
palms smoothly flip up and my head 
gently shakes side to side as I say in a 
peaceful but certain tone, "it's mine" I 
feel it at a level 10/10

Yes/Confirmation I imagine someone asking me if my 
name is Jason in a tone of doubt. 

I begin to smile as my eyes get wider, my forehead 
scrunches and I nod as I say (internally to externally) 
"yes!". The more certain I am the more my forehead 
scrunches out and up, the more deliberate my nod 
gets and the more I annunciation the word "yes". 

I can use the imaginary reference 
experience and then after a little 
practice I am just able to intentionally 
step into the state almost immediately. 

No/dis-confirmation I imagine someone holding up a worm 
and dirt sandwich and asking me if I 
want a bite. I am stepped into the 
movie, it is color and I can almost 
smell the dirt and worms. 

My lips pucker in and my head shakes side to side. 
My eyes tighten as my nose scrunches up and I say 
"no thank you!" in a 100% congruent tone.   As the 
"no" becomes more emphatic my face relaxes, my 
hands lift, open up and push out in front of me, my 
gestures become more deliberate and the tone of 
my voice becomes firmer and more annunciated. 

As an anchor I imagine someone trying 
to gently force the sandwich to my 
mouth. With practice I can enter the 
state of disconfirmation just by choice. 

Pleasure I think about getting my runners high. My legs feel light, my muscles and breathing are As an anchor I can just step into that 
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Pleasure I think about getting my runners high.
I see the beach next to me and I am 
running up the board walk, I hear the 
ocean and the birds, the colors are 
vivid and I feel good.

My legs feel light, my muscles and breathing are 
relaxed, my eyes are gently open and I can smell 
the fresh air, fully present.  I have a soft smile and I 
feel pleasure able chemicals being released in my 
brain, down my face, and a calm pleasure 
throughout my entire body. With a soft smile I can 
honestly say "life is good" :)

As an anchor I can just step into that 
full color, vivid 3d movie right at that 
point in time. I feel a rush of pleasure 
from the top of my head to the tips of 
my toes. 

Permission I imagine a friend asking me for 
permission to come in to my home, 
when I my schedule is free and I have 
no other plans. 

I feel my heart open up, I gently smile and nod, I 
take a slow deep breath in and I say in my head, 
"yes, come in!"

i see the door in front of me open with 
the person standing on the other side 
of the threshold.

Closure I remember completing an email, 
reviewing it and then clicking send to 
move on to my next task.

I see the screen in front of me as i feel the mouse in 
my hand and click the button with my pointer finger.  
I hear the “swoosh” sound my computer makes once 
the email is sent and I smile as I move on to the next 
task.

I hear the “swoosh” of an email flying 
off as I see a small rectangle fly off up 
and to the right and out into the 
distance until it fades away (takes 
about 1 second), and I feel completion 
and readiness to move on.

Indifferent I imagine someone asking me if I 
would prefer hellmans or dukes 
mayonnaise on my sandwich

The left side of my lips pucker in and up as my 
hands shrug open and up and my head shakes side 
to side and my eyes roll up and to the left.  My left 
shoulder shrugs more than my right. the more 
indifferent i get the more my forehead scrunches 
and the more my left hand deliberately moves on 
every syllable as I annunciate “It really doesn't 
matter.” in a humorous tone with a smile

I can just say “I’m indifferent “ in an 
indifferent tone of voice.

Rapport

To a higher level of applying to self,

Jason Schneider

Please send your questions, comments, and feedback to talktojason@perceptionacademy.com or on our Facebook group @ fb.com/perceptionacademy 

PerceptionAcademy.com
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